Atlan and Snowflake have partnered to build a deep integration between their platforms, bringing a new level of simplicity and speed for data teams as they find, manage and collaborate on their data.

Atlan and Snowflake’s deep partnership and native integration equip data teams with everything they need to build and ship like pros while empowering the rest of the organization with context-rich, self-service data.

With Atlan’s data collaboration platform, Snowflake customers have finally found the missing link to accelerate self-service and data democratization.

By combining data cataloging, lineage, and governance, Atlan creates a unified discovery and collaboration experience on top of Snowflake. Customers can use Atlan and Snowflake to find and understand their data with 360° profiles, reduce down time with data lineage, enable non-technical users with the Visual Query Builder, leverage Snowflake directly for computation-heavy tasks, and more.

Atlan’s unique, collaboration first approach for the modern data stack helps to break down organizational silos and empower cross-functional teams to work together to make better business decisions.
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Atlan is a modern data collaboration workspace, built for data teams by a data teams. Atlan helps teams create a single source of truth for all their data assets and collaborate across the modern data stack through deep integrations with collaboration tools, data warehouses, BI tools, data transformation tools, and more. A pioneer in the space, Atlan was recognized by Gartner as a Cool Vendor in DataOps, and was named in the Inaugural Gartner Market Guide for Active Metadata Management.

Snowflake enables every organization to mobilize their data with Snowflake’s Data Cloud. Customers use the Data Cloud to unite siloed data, discover and securely share data, and execute diverse analytic workloads. Wherever data or users live, Snowflake delivers a single data experience that spans multiple clouds and geographies. Thousands of customers across many industries, including 212 of the 2021 Fortune 500, use Snowflake Data Cloud to power their businesses.
We were looking for a tool that natively integrated with our modern data stack — Snowflake and Tableau. Atlan was very easy to set up. We had all our data sources flowing in within a day!

**BETTER TOGETHER**

- **View automated column-level lineage**
  Tracing where a metric comes from in Snowflake is effortless, since Atlan auto-parses SQL query history to construct full end-to-end column-level lineage.

- **Data assets — more than just data tables**
  Tables are old news. Find everything related to your data (e.g. columns, queries, glossary terms, dashboards, DAGs, models, and schemas) with a Google-like search experience.

- **Build trust with 360° asset profiles**
  Just like code has a profile on GitHub, assets have profiles on Atlan. Browse your data and all of its context (e.g. owners, lineage, quality, documentation) in one place.

**ARCHITECTURE**

Data Ingestion → The Data Cloud → Data Transformation → Business Intelligence + Data Science

**Collaborative Data Workspace**
- Data Discovery & Access
- Data Cataloging
- Data Lineage & RCA

**Data Observatory**
- Data Lineage
- Visual Query Workbench

**Metrics Repository**

Ready to do more with Snowflake + Atlan?

demo.atlan.com